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This paper is concerned with a generalization of the fundamental theorem 
for the geometry of algebraic homogeneous spaces. The earliest forms of this 
theorem are given by Hua [4,51 in his study of the geometry of matrices. 
These results were extensively generalized, using a different approach, by 
Chow [l], Dieudonne [2,3; Chap. III], and Tits 191. The spaces we are 
interested in here are the sets N(f) of maximal totally isotropic subspaces of 
nondegenerate symmetric or alternating forms f over a field k. The earlier 
forms of the fundamental theorem for these spaces describe the bijective 
mappings IZ: N(f) + N(f’) between such spaces that preserve the metric 
(arithmetic distance). In 1956, Klingenberg [8] initiated a study of 
generalizations of the standard fundamental theorem for projective geometry 
where the mappings are no longer assumed to be injective. In this situation 
the induced isomorphism between the underlying fields k and k’ is replaced 
by a place rp: k + k’ U co and an integral structure over the valuation ring 
A = pm’(k’) is induced into the geometry. In Problem XXII from 171, 
Faulkner and Weisfeiler ask for a generalization of Klingenberg’s approach 
for Tits buildings. We give this for geometries of type C, and D,, n > 3, in 
the original framework of Chow. The key result which extends 17 to a 
mapping IL between the points in the underlying polar spaces (Theorem 1.3) 
will be established in much greater generality, including n > 2 and nonsplit 
forms. However, this mapping rr will need extensive investigation. In the 
present work only the simplest case, where f splits, is considered. Possible 
degenerate situations are also bypassed. Again, while many of the present 
arguments remain valid in characteristic two, or can be easily modified, we 
felt it better to leave this case and pseudo-quadratic forms for a later paper. 
Let k be a field with characteristic not two, V a vector space over k with 
finite dimension and f: V x V-+ k a nondegenerate symmetric or alternating 
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form. Assume the Witt index i(f) = n > 2. A subspace S of V is totally 
isotropic if f(S, S) = 0. Let N(f) denote the set of all maximal totally 
isotropic subspaces of V. Thus, if S E N(f), then dim S = n and SL = 
{x E V 1 f(x, V) = O} = S I V, for some anisotropic subspace I’, . The 
orthogonal or symplectic group of f acts transitively on the elements of 
N(f); this action giving the connection with the homogeneous space of the 
group. 
For S, T E N(f ), define the arithmetic distance d(S, r) by 
d(S, T) = dim(S + 7’) - n = n - dim S ~7 T. 
In particular, d(S, 7’) = 0 if and only if S = T, and d(S, 7’) = n if and only if 
S n T = 0. Two elements S and T in N(f) are called adjacent if d(S, 7’) = 1. 
In [ 1, 2,3, 5,9] the bijective mappings Z7: N(f) + N(f) that preserve 
distance, that is, such that d(nS, nr> = d(S, 7’) for all S, T E N(f), are 
determined for n > 3. In fact, it suffkes to assume that 17s and ZZT are 
adjacent whenever S and T are adjacent. Essentially, n induces an 
automorphism 9 of k and a 9-semilinear bijection /3: V+ V such that 
HS =/3(S) for all S E N(f ). This is the fundamental theorem for the 
geometry of the space N(f ). 
Now let k’ be a second field, I” a vector space over k’ with finite 
dimension and f ‘: V’ x I” + k’ a nondegenerate symmetric or alternating 
form on V’ with Witt index n. We study mappings 
z7: Nf I-+ Wf ‘> 
with d(17S, ZI7’) < d(S, T) for all S, T E N(f ). It will be necessary to impose 
further conditions on ZI to prevent to much collapsing in the geometry. 
Essentially, we wish to determine necessary and sufficient conditions on 17 so 
that it induces a place 9: k + k’ U co with valuation ring A = 9-‘(k’), a free 
modular A-lattice M on V and a 9-semilinear mapping /I: M+ I/’ such that 
I7S = k’p(Mn S). This is a generalization, in the style of Klingenberg, of 
the fundamental theorem for homogeneous spaces. 
1. GEOMETRIC HOMOMORPHISMS 
Associated with I’ and V’ are the projective spaces PV and PI”; these 
spaces have polarities corresponding to the forms f and f’ (see [9]). The 
points in PV and PV’ are the one-dimensional subspaces of I’ and I”. Let 
I(f) and I(f’) be the subsets of self-polar points of IPI’ and PI”, respec- 
tively, consisting of those points coming from the isotropic one-dimensional 
subspaces. A line L in IPI’ is a two-dimensional subspace of V, it is isotropic 
if f(L, L) = 0 and we then call it a line of Z(f). Note that if S, TE N(f) 
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with d(S, 7’) = n - 1, then S n T is a point in Z(f). We shall use this to 
construct a mapping 71: Z(f) + Z(f’) from Z7: N(f) --t N(f’). 
DEFINITION. A mapping ZZ: N(f)+ N(f’) is called a geometric 
homomorphism if it satisfies the following three conditions. 
(H 1) d(ZZS, ZZT) < d(S, T) for all S, T E N(f). 
(H2) For each P in N(f) and each subspace (I of P there exists a Q in 
N(f) such that Pn Q = U and d(IIP, I7Q) = d(P, Q). 
(H3) For each P in N(f) and each subspace U of P with 1 < m = 
dim U < n - 2, there exist Q, and Q2 in Ndf) such that U E Q, n Q,, 
d(P,Qi)=d(17P,nQi)=n-m- 1 fori= 1,2andZZPnZZQ,#ZZPnZZQ,. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. We give the generic example of a geometric 
homomorphism of the type we wish to characterize. Let k be a field with a 
place q~ : k -+ k’ U 03 and A = p- ‘(k’) the corresponding valuation ring. Let 
M= I;=, (4~~ + Avi) be a free A-module of rank 2n endowed with a 
unimodular symmetric or alternating form f: M X M+ A defined on the 
basis elements of M by f(ui, uj) = a,, f(ui, uj) = f(vi, oj) = 0, 1 < i, j < n. 
Then M lies in the vector space V= kM and f extends to a form 
f: V x V+ k. Let Y’ = I:=, (k’uf + k’vl) be a 2n-dimensional vector space 
over k’ endowed with a form f’ analogous to f and of the same type. Define 
a o-semilinear mapping /?: M+ V’ by p(ui) = U: and p(oi) = vi’, 1 < i < n, 
and let ZZS = k’P(M n S) for each S in N(f ). It follows from semilinearity 
that uf(x, y) = f ‘(Jx, j3y) for all x, 4’ E M. Hence f’(Z7S, Z7S) = 0 for 
S E N(f ). Since A is a valuation ring, Mn S contains n independent 
elements (independent module A/m, where m is the maximal ideal of A). 
Hence dim ZZS = n and ZZ: N(f) + N(f ‘). To show that d(S, 7’) > d(ZZS, Z77’) 
for S, T E N(f) it suffices to show that dim(S + T) > dim(Z7S + ZZ7’). This 
follows since we can choose /3(s, + ti), 1 < i < m, as a basis for ZZS + I7T 
with siEMnS and tiEMnT, then si+tiES+T, lgi<m, are linear 
independent over k since A is a valuation ring. To verify (H2) and (H3) first 
observe that by changing the basis of M we may assume that 
P=ku, + a.. +ku, and U=ku,+... + ku, (this is essentially an integral 
form of Witt’s theorem). For (H2) now take Q = U + kv,, 1 + ... + kv,, 
while for (H3) take Q,=U+ku,+,+kv,+,++..+kv, and Q,= 
U+ ku, + kv,+, + .a. + kv,-,. Hence Z7 is a geometric homomorphism. 
Clearly, ZZ is usually not injective. 
Our aim is to give necessary and sufficient conditions for a geometric 
homomorphism to be of this type. The first step, as in Chow [ 11, is to use Z7 
to construct a mapping II: Z(f) + Z(f ‘) between the isotropic points of the 
underlying projective spaces. Then, assuming n > 3, we can use a 
generalization of the fundamental theorem of projective geometry to study Z7 
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and, in particular, construct a place cp: k + k’ U co. This, in turn, is used to 
determine the algebraic nature of the geometric homomorphism 17. 
For m = 1, 2,..., n, let N,(f) be the set of totally isotropic subspaces of V 
with dimension m. Thus N,(f) = I(f) and N,(f) = N(f). Two elements S 
and T of N,(f) are called adjacent if dim S f7 T = m - 1. Let 
ZZ: N(f) + N(f’) be a geometric homomorphism. We construct, inductively, 
a sequence of mappings IZ,: N,(f) + N,(f’) with the following two 
properties. 
(H4) If S and T from N,(f) are adjacent, then 17,s and 17, T are 
either equal or adjacent. 
(H5) If S E N,(f) and P E N,, i(f) with S c P, then 
II,ScII,,,P. 
To start the construction, take R, = ZI, for (HI) now implies (H4), while 
(H5) is vacuous at this point. Assume l7,+, is constructed satisfying (H4) 
and (H5). We must construct n,. As with Chow [ 1, Lemma 1.11, the key is 
the following result. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let Si, i E I with card I > 2, be a family of totally isotropic 
subspaces of V with dim Si = m + 1 and dim Sin Sj = m for i # j in I. Then 
either 
(i) nicl Si = S where S E N,,,(f ), or 
(ii) xi,, Si = T where TE N,+z(f). 
Construction of ll, 
Let S be a totally isotropic subspace of V with dim S = m < n. We must 
define ZI,S. Let Si, i E 1, be the family of all totally isotropic subspaces of 
V containing S with dimension m + 1. Then l7,+ i Si, i E Z, is a family of 
totally isotropic subspaces of V’ with dimension m + 1. However, the images 
n m + i Si need not all be distinct so we restrict to a set of distinct l7, + i Si, 
i E I’. By (H4) for Z7,+, , each l7,+, Si is now adjacent to 17,+, Sj for i # j 
in I’. Moreover, from (H2) it follows that card I’ > 2. This is immediate for 
m = n - 1. For m < n - 1 there exist P, Q E N(f) such that Pn Q = S and 
d(llP, l7Q) = d(P, Q) = n - m. Choose P, and Q, in N,+,(f) with 
S c P, c P and S c Q, c Q. Then P, and Q, are adjacent and hence, by 
(H4), nm+,P, andfl,+,Q, are either equal or adjacent. If they are adjacent, 
then card I’ > 2. If they are equal, then n,+ i P, c Z7P n nQ using (H5), so 
that d(17P, ZZQ) = n - dim l7P n nQ < n - m - 1, a contradiction. Thus the 
family 17,+iSi, iE I’, of subspaces of V’ satisfies the hypothesis of 
Lemma 1.2. Clearly conclusion (ii) is impossible if m = n - 1 since 
i(f ‘) = n. Assume m < n - 1 and conclusion (ii) is valid, that is, there exists 
a totally isotropic subspace T’ of V’ with dim 7” = m + 2 such that 
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n m + I Si c T’ for all i E I’. By (H2) there exist X and Y in N(f) such that 
X f7 Y = S and d(X, Y) = d(17X, nY). Then the image ZI, + , Si is always the 
same for those Si c X, for otherwise T’ c l7X and then m = dim l7X n nY > 
m + 1 since 17Y contains at least one m + l-dimensional subspace of T’. 
Using (H2) again, this contradicts (H3). Thus Lemma 1.2(i) must be valid 
and then nisl,17,+, Si = S’ is a totally isotropic subspace of V’ with 
dim S’ = m. Define l7,S = S’. 
It is clear that Z7,,, inherits the property (H5). However, it does not seem 
to be so easy to show that Z7,,, satisfies (H4). The simple argument used at 
this point by Chow [ 1, p. 431 assumes that n is bijective and will be 
replaced here by the following much more intricate one. Let (x,,..., x,,,) 
denote the subspace of V spanned by x, ,..., x, in V. 
Proof that l7, Satisfies (H4). Assume m > 1, for otherwise there is 
nothing to prove. Let S, and S, from N,(f) be adjacent. We must prove 
that n,S, and l7,S, are either equal or adjacent. For simplicity, denote 
fl,S (or n,,, S) by S’ for any S in N,(f) (or N,+,(f)). If f(S,, S,) = 0, 
then S, + S, is in N,+,(f) and hence S; and S; are both contained in 
(S, + S,)’ by (H5). Thus they are equal or adjacent. Assume, therefore, 
f(S,, S,)# 0 so that there exist u, E S, and u, ES, with f(u,, 0,) = 1. 
Since S, and S, are adjacent, there exists a splitting 
v= (U,) u,) 1 **’ 1 (u,, v,) 1 v,, 
where each (ui, vi), 1 < i ( m, is a hyperbolic plane and with S, = 
( u, , 4 ,***, u,) and S, = (ul, Us,..., u,). Using (H2), there exist P, and Q, in 
N,,,+,(J) such that P, n Q, = S, and Pi and Q; are adjacent. Clearly 
P, = S, I kp and Q1 = S, i kq, where p and q are isotropic elements of I’,. 
Moreover, if n > m + 1, we may assume f(p, q) = 0. Let P, = S, I kp and 
Q, = S, I kq. Then P,n Q, = S, so that P, and Q, are adjacent in 
N,,,, ,(f). BY (H4), PS and Q; are either equal or adjacent. We must ensure 
P; # Q;. Assume P; = Q; and n > m + 1. By (H3) (taking U= S, and 
P = S, 1 (p, q,...)), there exists an isotropic r E V, with f(p, r) = f(q, r) = 0 
such that (S, 1 kp)’ # (S, I kr)‘. If (S, I kp)’ # (S, I kr)‘, replace q by r 
in Q, and Q2. If (S, I kp)’ = (S, I kr)‘, replace p by r in P, and P,. In 
both cases, we now have Pi # Q; and Pi # Qi. When n = m + 1, a similar 
argument can be used with (H2) instead of (H3). 
Let T, = P, n P, = (u2 ,..., u,, p) and T, = Q1 f3 Q, = (u2 ,..., u,, q). Since 
S, + T, = P,, S; and T; are equal or adjacent. Likewise, S; and T; are 
equal or adjacent, so we need only consider the case where S: and S; are 
each adjacent to T; . Hence S; + T; = P; and S; + T; = P;. Let S; n T; = U 
and S; n T; = W, where U and W are elements of N,,- ,(f ‘). If U = W then 
S: and S; are equal or adjacent. Hence assume U # W so that T; = U + W 
and f’(U, IV) = 0. In a similar manner, Si + T; = Qi and S; + T; = Q; 
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while Si n Ti = X and S; n Ti = Y are distinct elements of N,,- ,(f’) with 
T; =X+ Y and f’(X, I’) = 0. Also, for each choice of i. j= 1,2, we have 
f’(S;, T;) = 0. Hence X + Y + U + W is totally isotropic. There are now 
four possibilities. 
(i) Xf U and Yf W. Th en S;=X+U and S;=Y+ W so that 
S; + S; = X + Y + U + W = T; + T; is totally isotropic. If m = n - 1. then 
dim(Si + S;) < n and hence S; and Ss are either equal or adjacent. If 
m < n - I, then f(p, q) = 0 so that f(T,, Tz) = 0 and, as earlier, T; and Ts 
are now equal or adjacent. Hence dim(S; + S;) < m + 1 and again Si and 
S; are equal or adjacent. 
(ii) X# U and Y= W. Then S; =X+ U. Now 
P;=S;+T;=X+U+U+W=X+U+Y=S;+T;=Q;? 
a contradiction. 
(iii) X = U and Y = W. Then Tl = T;, which gives the contradiction 
Pi = Q; again. 
(iv) X = U and Y # W. Then S; = Y + W and we now get the 
contradiction Pi = Qi. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let ZZ: N(f) + N(f ‘) be a geometric homomorphism 
where i(f) = i(f’) > 2. Then Z7 induces a mapping II: Z(f) + Z(f’) with the 
following three properties. 
(i) Zf X E Z(f) and P E N(f) with Xc P, then nX c ZZP. 
(ii) (Orthogonality) Zf X, YE Z(f) with f(X, Y) = 0, then 
f’(nX, XY) = 0. 
(iii) (Collinearity) Let X, YE Z(f) with f(X, Y) = 0 and nX# nY. 
Then if Z is a point on the line X + Y of Z(f) through X and Y, the point nZ 
is on the line nX + nY. 
Proof Take rt = ZZ, as constructed above. Property (i) is then a conse- 
quence of (H5). If X and Y are distinct points in Z(f) with f(X, Y) = 0, then 
X + YE N2(f ). Hence nX and xY are in ZZ,(X + Y) by (H5). Consequently, 
f ‘(ZX, KY) = 0. This proves (ii). If, moreover, lrX# xY, then 71ry + 7cY = 
ZZ,(X + Y). Hence if Z is on the line X + Y, necessarily nZ is on the line 
rcX + nY, proving (iii). 
2. THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM FOR ISOTROPIC POINTS 
Now assume i(f) = idf’) = n > 3 and dim V= 2n. Thus f is a split even 
dimensional form. Given a mapping 7~: Z(f) + Z(f ‘) between the isotropic, or 
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self-polar, points of two projective spaces P V and PV’ with polarities, as 
constructed in the previous section, we wish to prove an analogue in the 
Klingenberg sense of the fundamental theorem of projective geometry (as, for 
example, in [6, Theorem 3.11). A line L in IPI’ is isotropic if f(L, L) = 0 and 
then L E N,(f), that is, L is a line of Z(f). For a line L of Z(f), let nL = 
(71X 1 X a point on L}. In our situation nL will be contained in a line of 
Z(f’), namely, 7rL c ZZ,L. 
A Zr~~Z~-boZic set for Z(f) is a set of points (X, , Y, ,..., X, , Y, } in Z(f) such 
that f(X,, Xi) = f( Yi, Yj) = 0 for 1 < i, j < n, and f(X,, Yj) = 0 for i # j, but 
f(X,. Yi) z 0 for 1 < i < n. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 7~: Z(f)-Z(f ‘) be a mapping between the isotropic 
points of the nondegenerate symmetric or alternating forms f and f’ with 
i(f) = i(f ‘) = n 2 3 and dim f = 2n satisfying 
(a) card XL > 3 for each line L of Z(f ), 
(b) for each line L of Z(f ), XL is contained in a line of Z(f ‘), 
(c) there exists a hqrperbolic set (X,, Y, ,..., X,, Y,,} for Z(f) such that 
{TX,, TY, ,***1 rrX, ,rY,, } is a hyperbolic set for Z(f ' ). 
Then there exist 
(i) a place q~: k+ k’ U 03 with valuation ring A = cp-‘(k’), 
(ii) a free modular A-lattice M in V with rank 2n, 
(iii) a q-semilinear mapping /?: M-, V’ with dim k’/?(M) = 2n, such 
that TCX = k’/?(M n X) for all points X in Z(f ). 
Proof: Let {Xi , Y, ,..., X,, Y,) be the hyperbolic set in (c). Note that 
each Xi or Yj can be viewed as either a point in Z(f) or a one-dimensional 
isotropic subspace of V. Let S be the totally isotropic subspace of V spanned 
by x, v..., X, and T the totally isotropic subspace spanned by Y,,..., Y,,. By 
the orthogonality properties of a hyperbolic set, dim S = dim T = n and 
S n T = 0, so that V = S + T. Likewise, if ?rX, ,..., rcX, span S’ in V’ and 
TCY , ,..., nY,, span T’, then S’ n T’ = 0 and V’ = (S’ + T’) 1 VA, where VA is 
an anisotropic subspace of V’. Since n > 3, the restriction rc: PS + PS’ 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.1 in [6 1 (in the present situation there is 
no need to consider points mapping to zero). Hence there exist a place 
‘ps : k -+ k’ U co with valuation ring A, = cp; ‘(k’), a free A,-module 
M, = A,u, + ... + A, u,, with rank n, and a o,-semilinear mapping 
/Is : M, + S’ defined by /3&J aiui) = xqs(ai)uf such that 71x = k’j3(Ms n X) 
for points X in IFS. Here ui is a nonzero element from the one-dimensional 
subspace Xi and uf is a nonzero element from Hi, 1 < i < n. The module 
M, and the mapping /Is are not uniquely determined and can be changed by 
scalars. Likewise, considering the restriction rc: IFT-, IPT’. there exist 
48 1!88/2-7 
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corresponding (Pi, A T, M, = Aru, + ... + Art’, with Pi E Yj and 
p, : M, + T’, where p,(tli) = cf and rrY = k’P,(M, n Y) for points Y in IP T. 
From the definition of a hyperbolic set, f(ui, vj) = diiai, where 0 # ai E k. 
Assume there exist ai, uj with 9s(aia,:‘) = 0. Since ui + uiuJ’uj and ui - L;. 
are orthogonal, it follows from (b) that uf + 9s(uiuJ:‘) uj and vf - c; are 
orthogonal, a contradiction if 9,(uiuJ:‘) = 0. Hence a’~,:’ is a unit in A, 
and f’(ul,vl)=9s(uiu,~‘)f’(ul,“I) for l<i,j<n. For any uEA,, the 
elements ui + auia,: ‘uj and aui - llj are orthogonal if i # j. It follows from 
(b) that 9s(a)=9,(u). Hence 9s = vlr= 9 and A, =A,=A. Moreover, 
M, + CM, is now a free modular A-lattice of rank 2n for any nonzero c in k. 
Changing the choice of each ui E Xi by a unit in A, we may assume 
f(ui, vi) = a # 0, 1 < i < n. 
Using (b), the image of a point k(u l + bu,) on the isotropic line (u, , u,) 
must be on the line (ui, VA). By (a) there exists b E k such that 
nk(ul + bv,) = k’(u; + b’u;) with b’ # 0. Replacing M, by bM, and 
adjusting /3, we may assume b = 1. Likewise, by changing the choice of tl:, 
we may assume b’ = 1 and f’(u: , vi’) = 1, 1 ,< i < n. Now M = MS + hi, is 
a free modular A-lattice of rank 2n. Define p: M -+ V’ by /3(x + y) =/3,(x) + 
/?,( J’), where x E M, and y E M,. 
We must now prove that rrX = k’@l4 n X) for all points X in I(f). This 
has already been done for X in PS or PT and for X= k(u, + u,,). The 
remaining cases will follow by a straightforward application of property (b). 
Let a E A. The image of k(u, + au, + u,) under R must now be 
k’(u; + 9(u)ui + VA) and then that of k(uu, + u,) is k’(p(u)ui + v;). In 
general, for i + j, the image of k(uui + vj) is k’(p(u)u,! + vi). It follows, from 
orthogonality, that f is symmetric if and only if f’ is symmetric. Now 
consider X = kx, where x = C (a,~, + biui) with a,, bi E A. Without loss in 
generality, we may assume a, = 1. Let 7cX = k’x’, where 
x’ = 2 (a; u; + 61 ul). Since, for i > 2, x is orthogonal to a, u l - vi, it follows 
from (b) that uf = 9(ui)u;. Similarly, bj = cp(b,)ui for i > 2. Assume first 
that f is symmetric. If ai # 0, since JJ ufbi = 0, we have b; = tp(b,)u{ and 
hence I~X = k’/?(x) = k’P(M n X). If ai = 0, then xX = k’ vi. By a 
symmetrical argument (about u,) this could only happen when 9(bi) = 0, 
1 < i ,< n, and 9(uj) = 0, 2 < j < n. Since a, = 1 and f(x, x) = 2 Cu,b, = 0, 
there exists an uj, j # 1, with b , a,: ’ in A. Then f(x, u , - b l a,: ‘uj) = 0 forces 
the contradiction f’(u;, 0;) = 0. Thus ai = 0 is impossible. Finally, assume 
that f is alternating. Then the image of k(u, + u2 + au’) must be 
k’(u; + u; +9(u)u;) for any a E A. Hence the image of k(u, + b,v,) is 
k’(u; + p(b,)u;) and consequently b; = tp(b,)u:. Thus nX= k/P(x). This 
completes the proof. 
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3. THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM FORN(~) 
Let n: N(f) + N(f’) b e a g eometric homomorphism so that 17 induces a 
mapping 71: r(f) + I(f’). To apply Theorem 2.1 we need to make two further 
assumptions on U. A geometric homomorphism is called thick if the induced 
a satisfies condition (a) in Theorem 2.1, that is, the lines of rdf’) coming 
from lines of I(f), via Z7,, contain at least three points coming from Idf), 
via n. A geometric homomorphism is called hyperbolic if the induced 7c 
satisfies condition (c). It is possible to express both these conditions in terms 
of the elements of N(f) and N(f’) and the mapping II. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The geometric homomorphism l7: N(f) + N(f ‘) is 
thick if and only if it satisfies 
(H6) For each P, Q in Ndf) with d(P, Q) = n - 2 there exist Ri in 
N(f) such that d(P, Ri) = d(l7P, 17Ri) = n - 1 and P n Q r‘l Ri # 0, 
1 < i < 3, while IIP n 17R i are distinct. 
ProojI Assume (H6) is satisfied. Then for any isotropic line L = Pn Q, 
where P, Q E N(f), there exist Ri E N(f), 1 ( i Q 3, satisfying (H6). Let 
Xi=PnRiEI(f) and X;=17Pn17RiEI(f’). Then rcXi=X;. Also, 
L n Xi = P n Q n Ri # 0 so that Xi c L. Thus X, , X,, X, are three points 
on the isotropic line L with distinct images under 7~. Hence n is thick. 
Conversely, given L = Pn Q an isotropic line, there exist points Xi on L 
with rrXi =X; distinct, 1 < i < 3. By (H2) there exist Ri E N(f) such that 
d(P,Ri)=d(17P,17Ri) and PnRi=Xi. Then XicLnRi=PnQnRi 
and (H6) is satisfied. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The geometric homomorphism ~II N(f) + Ndf’) is 
hyperbolic if it satisfies 
(H7) There exists an S in N(f) such that for each nonzero subspace 
UcS there exist P and Q in N(f) with SnP=U, SnQ#O and 
d(l7P, l7Q) = n. 
Proof. We construct first points X ,,..., X, in S such that Xx ,,..., ?rX,, 
span IIS. Assume X ,,..., X,,, are constructed with ti, ,..., ti,,, independent 
for some m < n. The case m = 1 is trivial. Let U be the proper subspace of S 
spanned by X, ,..., X,,,. By (H7) there exist P and Q in N(f) such that 
SnP=U, SnQ#O and lIPnZZQ=O. Take any point X,,,,, in SnQ. 
Then nX, + , E Z7Q and Z7, U c l7P by (H5). Since 17P n Z7Q = 0, it follows 
that rrX,,,+ , @ l7, U. This constructs the points X, ,..., X, by induction. By 
(H2) (with U = 0) there exists T E N(f) such that S n T= 0 and 
Z7S n ZIT = 0. Choose points Y, ,..., Y,, in T such that f (Xi, Yj) = 0 for i # j. 
Then .f(X,, Yi) # 0, 1 < i < n, for otherwise Yi E S. Thus (X, , Y, ,..., X,, , Y, } 
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is a hyperbolic set for r(f). The line Xi + Yj is isotropic for i + j. Hence. 
since 17 is a geometric homomorphism. 7zXi + nYi is also isotropic and 
f’(rrXi, rcYj) = 0. Finally, f’(zX,. nYi) # 0 for otherwise rrYi E flS n 
l7T = 0. Thus (XX,, 7rY, ,..., xX,,, nY,,} is a hyperbolic set for I(f’) and Z7 is 
hyperbolic. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let l7: N(f) -+ N(f’) b e a thick hyperbolic geometric 
homomorphism. Then, in the notation of Theorem 2.1, Ii’S = k’P(M ~7 S) for 
all S in N(f ). 
ProoJ By Theorem 2.1 we know that rt: I(f) + r(f’) is induced by a o- 
semilinear mapping p: M-1 V’, where M is a free A-module of rank 2n. Since 
A is a valuation ring, Mn S will contain n independent elements 
(independent over A/m, where m is the maximal ideal of A). These iz 
elements determine n points in I(f) whose images span nS. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let I7: N(f) --t N(f ‘) be a mapping between the spaces 
N(f) and N(f ‘), where i(f) = i(f ‘) = n > 3 and dim f = 2n. Then the 
following are equivalent. 
(1) ll is a thick hyperbolic geometric homomorphism. 
(2) I7 satisjles conditions (Hl), (H2), (H3), (H6), and (H7). 
(3) There exists a place 9,: k + k’ U co such that l7 is induced bJ1 a q?- 
semilinear mapping p on a free modular lattice M in V of rank 2n by I7S = 
k’j?(M n S), S E N(f ). 
ProoJ Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 establish that (2) implies (1). 
Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 3.3 prove that (1) implies (3). It follows from 
the details in Example 1.1 that (3) implies 17 is a geometric homomorphism: 
it is clearly thick and satisfies (H7). This completes the proof. 
Remarks. The mapping /?: M+ V’ preserves orthogonality. In fact, it 
follows from its construction in Theorem 2.1 that there exists a nonzero 
constant c in k’ such that qf (x, y) = cf ‘(‘Jx. /ly) for all x, J’ E Al. 
The above theorem is still valid in characteristic two when f and f’ are 
alternating forms. However, in the symmetric case it is now necessary to 
introduce a quadratic form, as in [2], and consider totally singular 
subspaces, to distinguish it from the alternating case. 
Clearly the present work only begins an investigation of Problem XXII in 
[7]. Only the classical situation has been considered. Even here, we have not 
yet studied pseudo-quadratic forms over skew fields, nor n = 2, nor the 
degenerate situations where K is not thick. Again, the assumption that n is 
hyperbolic forces dim Im 7~ = dim I(f). This bypasses another degenerate 
possibility. 
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